Abstract: This paper analyzes the key technology of smart antenna -the theories of beamforming and the definition of beamforming graph, and discussed how to realize the best beamformer through matrix theories. And through simulation on MATLAB, achieve the adaptive beamforming of antenna array.
Research Overview
Smart antenna is also called as adaptive antenna array, the difference between smart antenna and normal antenna is smart antenna receives signals by antenna array, and through changing weighting coefficient in every array element to choose the best beam and accomplish the best receiving [1] . So adaptive beam forming is the key technology in smart antenna. How to implement 'adaptive' and 'best receiving' of the signal is the main problem to be solved. This paper will discuss adaptive beamforming and its implement by matrix theories.
Theory model and beam forming algorithm
Smart antenna consists of antenna array, A/D or D/A conversion, adaptive processing, beamforming 4 parts [2] . And its core part is beamforming network: through the weights from adaptive processing part, making dynamic adaptive weight to every array element, and at the same time forming the expected adaptive beam.
We assume that the baseband signal is:
We set there are M antenna array elements, the array model of receiving signal can be expressed as:
Set the signal of unsuitable model as noise, we can get the model of multiple array signal model at n:
We make the weight vector
, the output signal of the array signal can be expressed as:
After weighting through some principles and algorithm, we can adjust the direction graph of array signal to one direction, and forming 'beam' [3] . We define beam responding as a w H . The main idea of adaptive beamforming is changing the weighting value dynamically through some principles and algorithm, and through this way, we can get the signal of best quality. Then we will introduce one adaptive algorithm and the implement method of beamformer.
The sampling matrix inversion algorithm is raised by Reed. SMI is that by calculating autocorrelation matrix xx r and cross correlation matrix xd r in a period of time to get the estimation of weight vector. We take ) (n xx R and ) (n xd r to represent the estimate value of xx R and xd r . We can get the estimating formula:
In the formula, k is the length of every data block. It's very important in choosing the length of data block in SMI, it determines by the changing speed of channel [4] . When the speed is fast, in order to track the changing of channel, the update speed of weighting value must be high, so the block should be smaller. But when the channel changes slow, the data block can be larger.
Iterative algorithm of SMI can be summarized as follows:
(1) According to the data of current data block n, calculating the estimating value of autocorrelation matrix xx R :
(2) Calculating the estimating value of cross correlation matrix xd r : (1), and repeat all the steps until steady state.
The front ways of beamforming involves the computation of matrix inversion, it's very complex and the calculation is large, almost impossible to implement on electronic device [5] . Here, we discuss a practical method to realize it.
Assume the receiving noise in n data block has k snapshot; we express the receiving data of array as:
[ ]
In the formula, k n represents the length of training correlation matrix. As for the sample matrix
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of length of k, it can be expressed as:
After making QR decomposed to the matrix, we can get:
X X, we can get:
As we know, the beamformer of MVDR principle is:
Because H = Q Q I , take it into (2.10), we can get:
Above all, the implement steps of best beamformer are:
(1) Calculating the QR decomposition of matrix : = X QR (2) Normalization the upper triangular, and get the Choleskey factor (1 ) 
The analysis of experiment
We apply SMI to adaptive beamforming, and make simulation on MATLAB. Basic parameters: array elements: n=8, the direction of useful signal
, the direction of interference
, snapshot number is 1000. Figure 1 is the amplitude response of adaptive beamforming based on SMI. Figure 2 is the beamforming graph of best beamformer.
From figure 1 , we can see the main lobe directs the expected direction, and form hollow on interference signal direction. That is by using SMI algorithm, change the weighting value to make the signal gain on , receiving gain is nearly 0, therefore, finish the signal receiving. As the same, from figure 2, we can see the result is almost the same. But what we should be aware that by best beamformer method, we can make calculation much easier, it makes the implement simpler, and save a lot. But we can also see that near the main lobe, there comes with one side lobe, it shows the Power leakage phenomenon. 
Conclusions
This paper discusses the adaptive algorithm in smart antenna and implementation method of best beamformer. The method has theoretical logic, and it has good feasibility in the project implementation, it is an important idea of the future development of smart antenna. At the same time, the algorithm uses a lot of matrix theory, which highlights the importance of matrix theory in smart antenna. 
